ACROSS (Use the Location-Character Graph to Solve):

1. The number of locations Emily is connected to in the story.
3. The location with only one character connected to it.
7. The only location that Emily has no connection to in the story.
9. This person only visits three locations in the story; Grierson House, Cemetery, & Town Hall
10. This named character is only seen at the Grierson House in the story.
12. The only named character associated with the Drug Store.

DOWN (Use the Map to Solve):

2. The Baptist minister didn’t interfere because the Griersons were _________.
4. Mr. Grierson first appears at this location.
5. The story begins in this location.
6. This character appears in eleven Faulkner texts.
8. Faulkner’s map shows where this location is, even though it does not appear in any other text he has written.
11. The number of secondary characters in the story.
Looking at the Digital Yoknapatawpha website: “A Rose for Emily”

Map & Location-Character Graph

**Directions:** Complete the crossword puzzle using the designated tools from the Digital Yoknapatawpha website. The Location-Character Graph can be located within the left tool bar after accessing the “A Rose for Emily” page. The Map is automatically loaded when accessing the “A Rose for Emily” page. After completing the crossword, answer the questions below.

1. What does looking at the story through the frame of Locations reveal about the plot?

2. What criteria seems to make the distinction between a major and secondary character in this story?

3. Did the Map & Location-Character Graph offer additional insight to your understanding of the story? Why or Why not?

4. Which tool was more beneficial, Location-Character Graph or Map? What made this tool stand out?
ACROSS (Use the Location-Character Graph to Solve):

1. The number of locations Emily is connected to in the story.

3. The location with only one character connected to it.

7. The only location that Emily has no connection to in the story.

9. This person only visits three locations in the story; Grierson House, Cemetery, & Town Hall

10. This named character is only seen at the Grierson House in the story.

12. The only named character associated with the Drug Store.

DOWN (Use the Map to Solve):

2. The Baptist minister didn’t interfere because the Griersons were _________.

4. Mr. Grierson first appears at this location.

5. The story begins in this location.

6. This character appears in eleven Faulkner texts.

8. Faulkner’s map shows where this location is, even though it does not appear in any other text he has written.

11. The number of secondary characters in the story.